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You sang a beautiful song

Always = Adjective + Noun (After/before)

Sub

Adjective
c c

Object

Verb

c c



You    are    beautiful

Always = Adjective + Noun (After/before)

Exception = Adjective alone as sub 

Compliment

Sub

Adjective

c c

Subject 

Compliment

Verb

c c



❑ You sang a beautiful song

❑ You sang many songs

❑ You sang five songs/ the 5th song

❑ You sang that song

❑ You sang our song

❑ You sang each song of the Album

❑ You sang a Chinese song

Qualitative

Quantitative

Demonstrative

Possessive

Numeral

Distributive

Proper



❑ Ugly, Handsome, Big, Small….

❑ Many, Few, several, Little, half, sufficient..

❑ One, two.. (Cardinals)/ 1st, 2nd…. (Ordinals)

❑ This, That, These, Those, Yonder, such

❑ My, His, Her, Our, Their, Its, Your

❑ Each, Every, Either, Neither

❑ Indian, Chinese, German, American

Qualitative

Quantitative

Demonstrative

Possessive

Numeral

Distributive

Proper



❑ All News channels compete to cover the latest news

❑ Amitabh has worked in 565 movies

❑ We want a little luxury in our life

❑ That blue car is my uncle’s car

❑ Please, bring me those flowers.

❑ The second chapter in this book is very difficult

Identify the Adjectives



❑ All News channels compete to cover the latest news

❑ Amitabh has worked in 565 movies

❑ We want a little luxury in our life

❑ That blue car is my uncle’s car

❑ Please, bring me those flowers.

❑ The second chapter in this book is very difficult

Adjectives



Degrees of Adjectives

Positive Comparative Superlative

Sweet Sweet Sweeter The sweetest

Young Young Younger The youngest

Brave Brave Braver The Bravest

Big Big Bigger The Biggest

Fat Fat Fatter The Fattest

Red Red Redder The Reddest

Beautiful Beautiful More beautiful
The most
beautiful

Happy Happy Happier The Happiest



Degrees of Adjectives

Positive Comparative Superlative

Good Good Better The best

Well Well Better The best

Bad Bad Worse The worst

Much Much More The most

Many Many More The most

Far Far Farther The Farthest

Late Late Later/ Latter Latest/ Last

Old Old Older/Elder Oldest/Eldest



Find Errors

❑ Taj mahal is more beautiful than any building in India

❑ Burj-Khaleefa is taller than any building in India

❑ Apple is healthier than any fruit

❑ Apple is healthier than any green vegetable

**Rule= When you compare one thing with another group, 

that thing should not be part of that group.

Error-1



Find Errors

❑ Taj mahal is more beautiful than any building in India

❑ Taj mahal is more beautiful than any other building in 

India

**Rule= When you compare one thing with another group, 

that thing should not be part of that group. (Why?)

Error-1



Find Errors

❑Burj Khaleefa is taller than any building in India

❑Burj Khaleefa is taller than any other building in India

**Rule= When you compare one thing with another group, 

that thing should not be part of that group. (Why?)

Error-1



Adjectives

Find Errors

❑ Apple is healthier than any fruit

❑ Apple is healthier than any other fruit

**Rule= When you compare one thing with another group, 

that thing should not be part of that group. (Why?)

Error-1



Adjectives

Find Errors

❑ Apple is healthier than any green vegetable

❑ Apple is healthier than any other green vegetable

**Rule= When you compare one thing with another group, 

that thing should not be part of that group. (Why?)

Error-1



Adjectives

Find Errors

❑ Smita is more beautiful than anyone in her batch

❑ Smita is more beautiful than anyone else in her batch

**Rule= When you compare one thing with another group, 

that thing should not be part of that group. (Why?)

Error-1



Find Errors

❑ This book is superior than the movie on which it is based

❑ My boss is senior than most of the people in the company

❑ This former option is preferable than the latter one

Error-2

Than

To

❑Senior ❑Junior ❑ Anterior

❑Superior ❑Inferior ❑Posterior

❑Prior ❑Prefer



Find Errors

❑ This book is superior to the movie on which it is based

❑ My boss is senior to most of the people in the company

❑ This former option is preferable to the latter one

Error-2

Than

To

❑Senior ❑Junior ❑ Anterior

❑Superior ❑Inferior ❑Posterior

❑Prior ❑Prefer



Adjectives

Find Errors

❑ Population of Delhi is more than any other city of India

❑ The Hotels Paris are more beautiful than any other city in 

the world

Rule= Do not compare apples with oranges

Error- 3



Adjectives

Find Errors

❑ Population of Delhi is more than any other city of India

✓ Population of Delhi is more than the population of any 

other city in India (or)

✓ Population of Delhi is more than that of any other city in 

India

Rule= Do not compare apples with oranges

Error- 3



Adjectives

Find Errors

❑The Hotels of Peris are more beautiful than any other city 

in the world

✓ The Hotels of Paris are more beautiful than hotels of any 

other city in the world (or)

✓The Hotels of Paris are more beautiful than those of any 

other city in the world

Rule= Do not compare apples with oranges

Error- 3



Adjectives

Find Errors

❑ This house is comparatively more beautiful

❑ My car runs relatively slower

Rule-Comparatively/ Relatively + Comparative degree = 

Sentence error

Error- 4



Adjectives

Find Errors

❑ This house is comparatively more beautiful

❑ This house is comparatively more beautiful beautiful

❑ My car runs relatively slower

❑ My car runs relatively slower slow

Rule= Comparatively/ Relatively + Comparative degree = 

Sentence error

Error- 4



Adjectives

Find Errors

❑ This house is comparatively more beautiful

❑ My car runs relatively slower

Rule= Comparatively/ Relatively + Comparative degree = 

Sentence error

Error- 4



Adjectives

Find Errors

❑ This house is comparatively more beautiful than yours

❑This house is comparatively more beautiful than yours

❑ My car runs relatively slower than your car

❑My car runs relatively slower than your car

Rule= Comparatively/ Relatively + Comparative degree = 

Sentence error

Error- 4



Adjectives

Find Errors

❑ This house is twice costlier than your house

❑This house is twice as costly as your house

❑ Swift Dzire is 3-times cheaper than Honda City

❑ Swift Dzire is 3- times as cheap as Honda City

Rule= twice, thrice, 2-times,3-times, half, double, triple 

etc. do not take comparative degree with them

Error- 5



Practice Set

1. “Her T-shirt is brighter than you”, the boy said

2. Smiley is smarter than all the other boys in her class

3. Air of Delhi is worse than Lucknow and Jaipur

4. This is the most unique idea I’ve ever heard.

5. Prior than WW-I, there haven’t been many wars

6. “Kitchen in this house is 3-times bigger than the rooms”, 
customer said to the property dealer.

7. Relatively fatter salaries are being offered by MNC in 
comparison to local firms.

8. Your knowledge is comparatively wider than me

9. She is way junior than me in the college

10. You are five-time luckier than me at catching fish.



Practice Set (Answers)
1. “Her T-shirt is brighter than your T-shirt”, the boy said

2. Smiley is smarter than all the other boys in her class

3. Air of Delhi is worse than the air of Lucknow and Jaipur

4. This is the most truly unique idea I’ve ever heard.

5. Prior to WW-I, there haven’t been many wars

6. “Kitchen in this house is 3-times as big as the rooms”, 
customer said to the property dealer.

7. Relatively fatter salaries are being offered by MNC in 
comparison to local firms.

8. Your knowledge is comparatively wider than mine

9. She is way junior to me in the college

10. You are five-time as lucky as me at catching fish.



Find Errors

❑ The house you bought is the most perfect house in the street

❑ This is the most circular table in the entire shop

Rule-Some Adjectives are absolute and do not have degrees

Impossible, Universal, Eternal, Entire, Chief, Ideal, Supreme, Perfect, 
Excellent, Rectangular, Circular, Empty, Full, Complete, Dead, Fatal, 
Free, Unique, Absolute, Adequate, Entire, Devoid, Favorite, Final, 

Infinite, Inevitable, Irrevocable, Meaningless, Worthless, Pregnant, 
Paramount, Stationary, Unanimous, Whole, Worth-less

Error- 6



Find Errors

❑ The house you bought is the most perfect house in the street

❑ This is the most circular table in the entire shop

Rule-Some Adjectives are absolute and do not have degrees

Impossible, Universal, Eternal, Entire, Chief, Ideal, Supreme, Perfect, 
Excellent, Rectangular, Circular, Empty, Full, Complete, Dead, Fatal, 
Free, Unique, Absolute, Adequate, Entire, Devoid, Favorite, Final, 

Infinite, Inevitable, Irrevocable, Meaningless, Worthless, Pregnant, 
Paramount, Stationary, Unanimous, Whole, Worth-less

Error- 6



Find Errors

❑ That dress looks more perfect on you

❑ That dress looks perfect on you

Rule-Some Adjectives are absolute and do not have degrees

Impossible, Universal, Eternal, Entire, Chief, Ideal, Supreme, Perfect, 
Excellent, Rectangular, Circular, Empty, Full, Complete, Dead, Fatal, 
Free, Unique, Absolute, Adequate, Entire, Devoid, Favorite, Final, 

Infinite, Inevitable, Irrevocable, Meaningless, Worthless, Pregnant, 
Paramount, Stationary, Unanimous, Whole, Worth-less

Error- 6



Find Errors

❑ This tank is completely full/empty now

❑ This tank is full/empty now

Rule-Some Adjectives are absolute and do not have degrees

Impossible, Universal, Eternal, Entire, Chief, Ideal, Supreme, Perfect, 
Excellent, Rectangular, Circular, Empty, Full, Complete, Dead, Fatal, 
Free, Unique, Absolute, Adequate, Entire, Devoid, Favorite, Final, 

Infinite, Inevitable, Irrevocable, Meaningless, Worthless, Pregnant, 
Paramount, Stationary, Unanimous, Whole, Worth-less

Error- 6



Find Errors

❑ This is the most unique/ uniquest idea 

❑ This is a truly unique idea

Rule-Some Adjectives are absolute and do not have degrees

Impossible, Universal, Eternal, Entire, Chief, Ideal, Supreme, Perfect, 
Excellent, Rectangular, Circular, Empty, Full, Complete, Dead, Fatal, 
Free, Unique, Absolute, Adequate, Entire, Devoid, Favorite, Final, 

Infinite, Inevitable, Irrevocable, Meaningless, Worthless, Pregnant, 
Paramount, Stationary, Unanimous, Whole, Worth-less

Error- 6



Find Errors

❑ French is the sweetest and difficult language of all 

languages in the world

❑ The FBI is the smartest and reputed investigating agency 

in the world

Rule= Superlative degree + Superlative degree (Always)

Error- 7



Find Errors

❑ French is the sweetest and most difficult language of all 

languages in the world

❑ The FBI is the smartest and most reputed investigating 

agency in the world

Rule= Superlative degree + Superlative degree (Always)

Error- 7



Find Errors

❑ Stock market investments are riskier than profitable

❑ This policy of the government is wiser than popular

Rule-

While comparing two qualities of the same thing, 

first quality should not be converted into “er” 

form while making comparative degree (Why?)

Error- 8



Find Errors

❑ Stock market investments are more risky than profitable

❑ This policy of the government is more wise than popular

Rule-

While comparing two qualities of the same thing, 

first quality should not be converted into “er” 

form while making comparative degree (Why?)

Error- 8



Find Errors

❑ She is more happy than her sister

❑ She is happier than her sister

Rule-

While comparing two qualities of the same thing, 

first quality should not be converted into “er” 

form while making comparative degree (Why?)

Error- 8



Find Errors

❑ The answer written by Sameer is more better

❑ The answer written by Sameer is much better

❑ This house is more larger than that house

❑This house is much larger than that house

Rule= Do not use double “Comparatives”

Use “much” with comparative degrees

Error- 9



Find Errors

❑ Alexander has been the most bravest fighter of all times

❑ Alexander has been by far the bravest fighter of all times

❑ Alexander has been much the bravest fighter of all times

Rule= Do not use double “Superlatives”

Use “much/by far” with comparative degrees

Error- 10



Adjectives Common Pl Noun

Rich The rich

Poor The poor

Wise The wise

Plural Nouns 

representing 

a class

✓The rich love to party and spend money

✓The Poor are suffering the most because of the lockdown

✓The wise value the knowledge

The +



Kanpur → Kanpuri Jootiyan

Lucknow→ Lakhnavi Nawab

Germany → German Language/ culture/ girls

America→ American language/ women/ companies

Error- 11

Proper Noun Proper Adjective



England English

Germany German

Spain Spanish

Language

German girls are beautiful

I am learning German (not “the” German)

The German are tall and handsome

Adjective

Language

The English

The German

The Spanish

Common Pl Nouns

CPL



Spain

Spanish

Spanish + Noun

Spanish  

The Spanish  

Adjective

Language

Common pl noun + Pl. verb

❑ I am learning the Spanish

❑ I am learning the Spanish



Spain

Spanish

Spanish + Noun

Spanish  

The Spanish  

Adjective

Language

Common pl noun + Pl. verb

❑ Spanish loves the Spanish

❑ The Spanish loves the Spanish



Spain

Spanish

Spanish + Noun

Spanish  

The Spanish  

Adjective

Language

Common pl noun + Pl. verb

❑ Spanish loves the Spanish

❑ The Spanish loves the Spanish



Spain

Spanish

Spanish + Noun

Spanish  

The Spanish  

Adjective

Language

Common pl noun + Pl. verb

❑ The strong is sometimes cruel

❑ The strong is are sometimes cruel



Spain

Spanish

Spanish + Noun

Spanish  

The Spanish  

Adjective

Language

Common pl noun + Pl. verb

❑ The strong girl is crying today

❑ The strong is are crying today



Spain

Spanish

Spanish + Noun

Spanish  

The Spanish  

Adjective

Language

Common pl noun + Pl. verb

❑ The intelligent reads a lot of books every day

❑ The intelligent reads read a lot of books every day



Spain

Spanish

Spanish + Noun

Spanish  

The Spanish  

Adjective

Language

Common pl noun + Pl. verb

❑ The intelligent girl read a lot of books every day

❑ The intelligent girl reads reads a lot of books every day



Spain

Spanish

Spanish + Noun

Spanish  

The Spanish  

Adjective

Language

Common pl noun + Pl. verb

❑ The English man only speaks the English

❑ The English man only speaks the English



Find Errors

❑ The dog, whose tail is straight, is our dog

❑ The TV, whose resolution is HD, is quite expensive

❑ The girl, whose eyes are brown, is a supermodel

Rule= Error of Possessive

Who (Human)→ Who’s -→ Whose (Jiska)

Which (Non living things)→ Which’s (not possible)

Error- 12



Find Errors

❑ The dog, whose tail is straight, our dog

❑ The dog, whose the tail of which is straight, is our dog

Rule= Error of Possessive

Who (Human)→ Who’s -→ Whose (Jiska)

Which (Non living things)→ Which’s (not possible)

(Ram ka bag) Ram’s bag → The Bag of Ram

Error- 12



Find Errors

❑ The TV, whose resolution is HD, is quite expensive

❑ The TV, whose the resolution of which is HD, is quite 

expensive

Rule= Error of Possessive

Who (Human)→ Who’s -→ Whose (Jiska)

Which (Non living things)→ Which’s (not possible)

(Ram ka bag) Ram’s bag → Bag of Ram

Error- 12



Find Errors

❑ The girl, whose eyes are brown, is a supermodel

❑ The girl, whose eyes of which are brown, is a supermodel

Rule= Error of Possessive

Who (Human)→ Who’s -→ Whose (Jiska)

Which (Non living things)→ Which’s (not possible)

(Ram ka bag) Ram’s bag → Bag of Ram

Error- 12



Find Errors

❑ Shruti is enough rich to buy anything she wants

❑ Shruti has enough money to buy anything she wants

Rule-

Enough (Adv) + Adjective → Always after the “Adjective”

Enough brave → Brave enough

Enough intelligent → Intelligent enough

Error- 13



Find Errors

❑ Shruti is enough rich to buy anything she wants

❑ Shruti is enough rich enough to buy anything she wants

Rule-

Enough (Adv) + Adjective → Always after the “Adjective”

Enough brave → Brave enough

Enough intelligent → Intelligent enough

Error- 13



Find Errors

❑ Shruti has enough money to buy anything she wants

❑ Shruti has enough money enough to buy anything 

she wants

Rule-

Enough (Adv) + Adjective → Always after the “Adjective”

Enough brave → Brave enough

Enough intelligent → Intelligent enough

Error- 13



Find Errors

❑ Xiomi phones are so cheaper that everyone can buy them

❑ Xiomi phones are so cheap that everyone can buy them

❑ Xiomi phones are so cheaper than any other phone

❑ Xiomi phones are so cheaper than any other phone

❑ Xiomi phones are so much cheaper than any other phone

Rule= Do not use “comparative degree” with 

So, as, very, too, enough, far (better/ worse)

Error- 14



Find Errors

❑ One of the two brothers is sincere while another is not

❑ I have found one missing shoe, but can’t find other one

❑ If you waste time and fail again, there won’t be the 

other chance

Rule→ Other → Plural

Another → An other → Singular

The other → Singular/ Plural (Specific)

Error- 15



❑ One of the two boys is sincere while another boy is not

❑ One of the two boys is sincere while the other boy is not

Rule

Other → Plural

Another → An other → Singular

The other → Singular/ Plural (Specific)

Error- 15



❑ I have found one missing shoe, but can’t find other one

❑ I have found one missing shoe, but can’t find the other 

one

Rule

Other → Plural

Another → An other → Singular

The other → Singular/ Plural (Specific)

Error- 15



❑ Saying is one thing and doing the other thing

❑ Saying is one thing and doing another thing

Rule

Other → Plural

Another → An other → Singular

The other → Singular/ Plural (Specific)

Error- 15



❑ If you waste time and fail again, there won’t be the other 

chance

❑ If you waste time and fail again, there won’t be the other 

another chance

Rule

Other → Plural

Another → An other → Singular

The other → Singular/ Plural (Specific)

Error- 15



❑ One hand washes another

❑ One hand washes another the other

Rule

Other → Plural

Another → An other → Singular

The other → Singular/ Plural (Specific)

Error- 15



❑ 10 of the employees are still on strike, while other 

employees have returned to their duties

❑ 10 of the employees are still on strike, while the other 

employees have returned to their duties

Rule

Other → Plural

Another → An other → Singular

The other → Singular/ Plural (Specific)

Error- 15



Practice Set

1. The Chinese was speaking the Chinese

2. The underprivileged is unhappy with the system

3. This book is enough interesting to help you bide your time

4. This book is too scarier than the other one

5. Your hand-writing is as uglier as mine

6. One man’s fault is other man’s lesson

7. The parrot, of which the color was green, has been sold

8. Amy, the voice of which is so sweeter, has moved to the US

9. We have enough talent to beat our opponents

10.There are several another reasons behind his failure



Practice Set (Answers)

1. The Chinese was were speaking the Chinese

2. The underprivileged is are unhappy with the system

3. This book is enough interesting enough to help you bide your 
time

4. This books is too (much) scarier than the other one

5. Your hand-writing is as uglier ugly as mine

6. One man’s fault is other another man’s lesson

7. The parrot, of which the color of which was green, has been 
sold

8. Amy, whose the voice of which is so sweeter, has moved to 
the US

9. We have enough talent to beat our opponents (No Error)

10. There are several another other reasons behind his failure



Topic Done !

YET Your English Tutor

(Youtube Channel)


